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Michelle P. Brown. The Lindisfarne Gospels: Society, Spirituality and the
Scribe. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003. xvi, 479 pp.
The Lindisfarne Gospels: Society, Spirituality and the Scribe by Michelle
P. Brown is an extensive study of the famous eighth-century Latin Gospelbook. Originally published in 2003 by The British Library as part of their
Studies in Medieval Culture series, the study, like the book it describes, is
beautifully produced and lavishly illustrated, including some 32 color
plates and over 170 figures and illustrations. Indeed the book could function as an introduction to early Insular culture on the basis of its pictures
alone, and even an Anglo-Saxonist less familiar than he should be with the
art-historical record, like the current reviewer, will recognize images
within its pages. However, the publication of The Lindisfarne Gospels is
timed to correspond with that of a fine art, high-quality facsimile of the
manuscript by Faksimile Verlag Luzern and The British Library (due to
come out in 2003), and as such it is really an exhaustive review of all that
is known about the book’s provenance and history, the cultural and artistic
milieu of its artist-scribe, the nature of its Latin text, the book’s construction, and most importantly the art of the Lindisfarne Gospels. The monograph is an expansion of a briefer, descriptive volume which accompanies
the facsimile. It includes a CD-ROM appendix describing the contents
and foliation of the manuscript with selective collation.
The author of the monograph, Michelle Brown, is Curator of Illuminated Manuscripts at The British Library, and has published extensively on
Anglo-Saxon and Celtic manuscripts, paleography, illumination, and Insular material culture and history. One can only envy her access to this gorgeous manuscript, which she clearly loves, and her seemingly encyclopedic
expertise in all aspects of manuscript study and in Anglo-Saxon and postRoman history. In her discussion, Brown brings to bear numerous recent
archeological discoveries as well as revisitings of older ones, and her team
used advanced laser and microscope techniques to analyze (safely) the
manuscript’s pigments. Interestingly, Brown’s mentor, the paleographer
Julian Brown, was one of a team of scholars involved in writing a large
commentary volume to a facsimile edition of the Gospels published by Urs
Graf Verlag in 1956–60. Like the new fine art facsimile, Michelle Brown’s
monograph is meant to reappraise and perhaps replace the earlier work. It
seems quite likely that it will.
In her Acknowledgements, Brown states that the monograph is
designed to be “geared to the needs of the scholarly community” as well
as “to the informed general reader.” I would say that she is generally successful in addressing these two audiences, although when immersed (as in
Chapter Two) in the minutia of seventh-century Northumbrian bishoprics, the general reader will need to be very well informed indeed. Occa-
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sionally I would founder in Brown’s complex periodic sentences and look
sometimes in vain for a definitive summary of the particular section’s argument. On the whole, however, The Lindisfarne Gospels is laudably readable and clear.
As suggested above, the monograph is also meant to provide the technical detail of a facsimile commentary. Though occasionally rote (i.e. the
book’s dimensions, its foliations), much of this detail is expanded and is
fascinating in its own light. For instance, in Chapter Four, on the book’s
codicology, we learn of the extraordinary care with which the skins for
vellum were selected and prepared, and this is one of the ways in which the
Lindisfarne Gospels represent a great outlay of resources. Similarly, the
planning of the book, from the number of words per page to the tracing
of the designs with leadpoint (a precursor to the pencil and not known to
have been used again for 300 years), required immense time and energy.
In Chapter Five, on the art of the book, we learn of the unique technical
skill required for the creation of the pigments, which rival those used by
Mediterranean artists. Brown shows us that these surpass the colors in any
of the related manuscripts, such as the Durham and Echternach Gospels;
only the Book of Kells has as broad a palette, though its colors have been
less stable. This chapter also presents valuable descriptions of all the main
illuminated pages, such as the carpet pages, incipits, and portraits of the
evangelists, and it is here that one can find out, for instance, the identity
of the mysterious man peeping from behind the curtain in the portrait of
John (and what those odd lines on his feet are).
However, the heart, or rather common thread, of Brown’s study
regards the provenance, authorship, and dating of the book. Brown, as it
turns out, endorses a traditional view of the book’s origins—i.e. that it was
made at Lindisfarne (so its title can stand) perhaps by Bishop Eadfrith—
though she arrives at this independently of Aldred’s colophon. In following this argument, made mainly in Chapters One and Two, the reader will
need to bring some knowledge of the Columban tradition of monasteries
and romanising reform, as this is one of the places where Brown most
addresses her specialized audience. Essentially, she argues that the features
of the book that link it to the center at Wearmouth / Jarrow (the alternative provenance most often suggested) have to be balanced against other
features. While we will probably never be able to locate its origins with
100 percent certainty, Brown argues that:
the powerful affiliations with the Columban tradition, manifest
prior and post its production, the assimilation of strong Wearmouth / Jarrow influence (but avoidance of others of its methods), the stylistic contextual material which points to northern
Bernician territory and to Holy Island in particular as the best
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source of in situ artifacts exhibiting a close relationship to the volume, the exceptional quality of manufacture and subsequent
retention as a prestigious focal point of the cult of St Cuthbert all
concur in supporting Lindisfarne as the most likely place of production…. (406)
With the book then established as a Lindisfarne product, Brown looks for
“the most accomplished, experienced, learned and senior member” (298)
and suggests Eadfrith, though she argues, mainly on stylistic grounds, for
a date of composition later than the traditional 698 associated with the
translation of St Cuthbert’s body—perhaps between 715 and 720, the
latter corresponding with Eadfrith’s death, which might explain unfinished elements in the Gospels. While authorship cannot again be absolutely established, this reader finds her arguments compelling, particularly
in conjunction with Brown’s notion of the act of creating the Lindisfarne
Gospels as a kind of “sustained feat of spiritual and physical endurance,”
“preaching with the pen in the scribal desert” (398 and passim).
As an Anglo-Saxonist, I have mainly associated the Lindisfarne Gospels with their tenth-century Old English gloss by Aldred. The gloss itself
receives relatively little attention in Brown’s commentary except with
regard to the book’s history and the traditions of its authorship. In Chapter Two, Brown advances the interesting theory that Aldred may have
completed the gloss as a means to gain membership in the monastic community of Chester-le-Street. In his colophon, written some two hundred
and fifty years after the book’s original making, Aldred places himself as
the fourth of the book’s makers, writing his gloss “to make a home for
himself,” Eadfrith being the original author, Aethilwald the binder, and
Billfrith the maker of its mental ornaments (subsequently lost). Brown
argues that aside from the rubrics and Aldred’s gloss, the Lindisfarne Gospels are the product of one man’s devoted work over the course of five to
ten years, and one shudders to think what Eadfrith would have thought of
Aldred’s (to my eye) rather scratchy and unruled hand on his beautifully
laid out book. Brown however sensibly accepts the gloss as part of the
book’s interest. In a similar manner, she later describes the nineteenth
century treasure binding, deliberately archaized with an elaborate metalwork interlace, as having “entered into the history of the manuscript and
excit[ing] a certain amount of public interest and affection in its own
right” (208).
“What must it have been like to try to claw back enough time and
energy to undertake this body-racking, muscle-aching, eye-straining task
in a hut somewhere on the seaboard of north-west Europe with the wind
and the rain and the distraction of a beauteous Creation all around?” (4).
So asks Michelle Brown in her introduction. By the end of her mono-
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graph, the reader will have acquired a keen sense (if not already in possession of same) of the marvel of this achievement. Brown is remarkably
good at referring the reader to contemporary works that illustrate early
medieval trends in manuscript production, textual transmission, illumination, metalwork decoration, and sculpture. These amply illustrate the
diverse and cosmopolitan stands that she asserts were drawn upon by the
artist-scribe of the Lindisfarne Gospels, as well as underlining his many
innovations.

Thomas Klein
Ohio State University

Alan Bray. The Friend. Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press,
2003. 380pp. Ill.
Alan Bray is of course the author of Homosexuality in Renaissance
England, the groundbreaking 1982 study to which this book, twenty
years in the making, effectively serves as sequel. As the editor’s note to The
Friend explains, “When Alan Bray died on 25 November 2001, he left this
book in typescript. The typescript was complete.” Preparation of the notes
and apparatus fell to one of the book’s first readers, Mark D. Jordan,
author of several relevant volumes, most notably The Invention of Sodomy
in Christian Theology (1997). To both a great debt is due.
The Friend provides crucial reading for anyone with an interest in
queer theory or in the histories of sexuality, marriage, English social and
religious customs, literature, and much more. It is a history of (mostly
male) friendship and its public role within English society from the later
Middle Ages to the reign of Queen Victoria. In particular, Bray examines
the lives of “sworn brothers” and of men who chose to be buried or
memorialized together, as couples. The monumental imagery he describes
often closely resembles that of married couples, and the ceremony that
joined men in ritual brotherhood was, like betrothals, generally carried
out before the church door. Still, those looking for a ‘hidden history’ of
gay marriage, or simply of homosexual relationships, may be disappointed
by this book: as Bray rightly points out, the evidence for a sexual component to most of the friendships here examined is conflicted at best, and
often entirely absent. According to the summary on the book jacket, Alan
Bray here “debunks the now-familiar readings of friendship by historians
of sexuality who project homoerotic desires onto their subjects where
there were none.” Yet that same brief summary begins more suggestively:
following a brief description of the seventeenth-century tomb of John

